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3 My Journey 
Down Under

Are you a tourist?
Do you like hiking?

I love it!

1 Listen, read and act out.9
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2 Find and write the story details.

kangaroo red dust didgeridoo Uluru

A  Musical instrument: . 

B  Animal that has Libby’s suitcase: . 

C  Ayers Rock in Aboriginal language: . 

D  What’s on Libby’s hands? . 

Drink a lot of water! 
Be careful hiking 

around here!

Oh, no! It can’t 
be true! Is it all 

a dream?

What’s 
this?

Red dust... 
yeah!

twenty-nine
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3 Listen, write and read.

From: Libby To: Lucy

Subject: Vacation news!

Hi, Lucy! I’m on  at the  with my family.  

This is a wild beach, but there is internet at the !

My  is full of bikinis, fl ip-fl ops and shorts.

I want to send you a  so you can see how great it is! I can post 

some pictures as well.

There are lots of  at the beach. Some people are .

Now, we are going to visit the . It’s so charming!

Love,

Libby

10 beach city hotel postcard suitcase surfi ng tourists vacation

vacation

thirty
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4 Read and write. 

November 20, 2017

We are fl ying in a hot air balloon!
in Cappadocia, Turkey

May 8, 2017

You can go hiking in the mountains here!
in Cape Town, South Africa

July 17, 2016

We are skiing in the snow!
in Bariloche, Argentina

September 20, 2015

We are sailing on the lake!
in Seattle, the United States

Hanif Miller

Where
Cappadocia, Turkey

When
November, 2017

What
fl ying in a hot air balloon

Language Tip

What = general information
When = time
Where = location

thirty-one
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5 Listen and complete the chart.

Names Go hiking Climb 
mountains

Travel to 
the beach

Stay home 
sometimes Go surfi ng

Joe     
Dasha
Megan
Brian

6 Read and complete.

And you?

11

I like...

I don’t like...

I like =   I don’t like = 

I like to travel to 
the beach on my 

summer vacations.

I don’t like to travel 
to the beach. I like 

to go hiking.

thirty-two
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7 Listen, say and write. 

20 = twenty

21 = twenty-one

22 = twenty-two

23 = twenty-three

24 = twenty-four

25 = twenty-fi ve

26 = twenty-six

27 = twenty-seven

28 = twenty-eight

29 = twenty-nine

30 = thirty

40 = forty

50 = fi fty

60 = sixty

70 = seventy

80 = eighty

90 = ninety

100 = one hundred

A B

C D

12

thirty-three
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8 Read and complete.

beach December January July June long

mountains short skiing summer surfi ng winter

Barbara
Online 15:31

15:29 Barbara
I have l  vacations in summer and s  winter

vacations. My summer vacations are in D  and January. My winter 

vacations are in J . What about you?

Alex 15:29

Here in the U.S., s  vacations are long too, but they are in 

J , July and August. My w  vacations are very short, 

about two weeks in December and J .

15:30 Barbara
OK, then. Come to Brazil in January and let’s go to the b . 

Let’s go s !

Alex 15:30

Sounds good! Then you come to the U.S. and we can go to the

m . Let’s go s !



ong
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9 Sing and act out. 

13

Kangaroo Groove

I’m down here in Australia, having heaps of fun. 

It’s hot and early, but I’m up to see the sun!  

I throw a boomerang, I surf on the beach.  

But now there’s this kangaroo who says he can teach! 

No way! No way! A speaking kangaroo? 

He looks right at me, says this is what you do: 

Walk like this, run like that. 

Heel toe, heel toe, stamp, stamp, stamp! 

Gallop, gallop, hop, hop, hop.

Jump, clap, stomp, stomp, stomp! 

Slide together, slide together, wiggle, and move

This is the way to the kangaroo groove!

thirty-� ve
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10 Read and draw. 

COMMUNICATION

thirty-six
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Australia, Land of Adventure

11 Read, plan and write.

Uluru (Ayers Rock) is an enormous rock.
It is 600 million years old.
Aboriginals have lived there for 10,000 years.
Go during the day or night. Hike, ride a 
camel or a helicopter. Please don’t climb.

Aussie = a person 

from Australia.

G’Day mate! = 

Good day friend!

Plan your trip around 
the world! Where do 
you want to go? What 
do you want to do?

The Great Barrier Reef is a big 
coral reef. 
There are over 1,500 species of 
fi sh and coral there.
Go snorkeling or scuba diving.
Look, but don’t touch!

Visit Mt. Buller in the summer. Go biking and 
climbing to see fl owers and animals. 
In the winter, skiing and snowboarding are the 
best pick. 
Be safe and have fun! 

The Daintree Rainforest is 
170 million years old. 
It’s home to plants, fl owers 
and animals.
Please visit in small groups 
and with a guide, to preserve 
the rainforest!

GEOGRAPHY
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